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view of the advaitavadins1. At no time and in no circumstances do
we need a kinglike God. By thinking that we do, we put a limit
to the power of the atman-, which is infinite.
 2.	The same distorted meanings, and as many of them, have been
and   are   being  read  in   the  Bible as in any other holy book.
Those who level charges against Tolstoy are ignorant.  I do not
know the truth about Marie Gorelli2. But to  describe her as a
witch is sheer ignorance.
 3.	[What should I do if, though I would not injure a cow and have never
done so,  I am attacked by one even when I am not in her way? What could
be the reason for my being thus attacked?]
If we are attacked by a cow, it must be because we fear cows
and other creatures and so the fault is ours. All fear is of the
nature of a moral weakness and, so long as we are subject to it,
we shall always have to face such misfortunes. While we fear
cows, we should take care not to stand in the way of any. If
accidentally we find ourselves doing so, we should put up with the
injuries. By hitting the cow, we shall do no service to ourselves or
to her.
4« [How can one say that a tiger will not kill a man living in his den with-
out fear?]
A tiger will never eat up a man who, on occasion, lives in his
den without any fear whatever. In what circumstances he might
do so, would need to be considered.
5,	I do not in the least approve of the European custom in regard
to marriages. When a young man is to be married, wisdom lies
in the parents choosing [the bride]. This is true for any young
man, even a man of 25 or older. Of course, the parents will con-
sult him.
6.	[Did or did not Dharmaraja3 commit a sin in declaring that Ashvatthama
was killed? Why did Lord Krishna advise him to say this?]
The only lesson I draw is that even a Dharmaraja may stum-
ble, so that we too should be on our guard. If we believe that a
Shri Krishna in the body advised a Yudhisthira in the body, there
1 Those who hold the view that the atman, the Self in man, is not dis-
tinct from.the Brahman, the Absolute
2(1864-1924); celebrated novelist
3 In the battle of Kurukshetra, Yudhishthira, eldest of the Pandava heroes
in the Mahabharata and known for his absolute truthfulness, was prevailed upon
to say within Dronacharya's hearing! "Ashvatthama is killed." Ashvatthama was
the name of Dronacharya's son and also that of an elephant. In fact, only the
elephant had been slain. Dronacharya, who had proved invincible as leader of
the Kaurava host, laid down his arms on hearing that his son was dead*

